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This paper investigates the role of the deterministic restriction in the so called 
developntental systenm without interactions, abbreviated 4s (IiL systems. (They were 
abet, S is a finite 
over 22. The language of G 
x s f is art of ahis a~fhor’s 
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result of [3] is &at if L is 8. DOL language over an alphabet containing at least wo 
ye&s, then the ratio, referred to as f in the following, of the number of dflerent 
subwords of a given len$h k occurring in the words of L to tfie number of all possible 
words of length k tends to zero as k increases, We bdieve th this result is a fund8 -’ 
mental one for characterizing DOL languages (for a discussion see [3]). ‘_ 
ms gapr explores f!rtber the subword point of view on the deterministic re- 
striction in OL systems. In particular WG demonst e that this way of looking at 
systems and languages possesses one very pleasant and desirable f ature, It is “very 
sgnsitive” to various structural changes imposed on the class of DOL systems. In
fact we will be able to classify a number of subclasses of the class of DOL systems 
according to their subword generating ability. 
First of all we show that an arbitrary IDOL system cannot generate more than 
for some constant C, srrbwords of length k. Hence the ratio r tecds to 0 like k2/a 
(where n is the number of letters in alphabet). We also show that Gk2 is the 
best bound. 
Then we investigate how the bou is changed by adding various restrictions 
on DOL systems. It should be noted at these restrictions are not introduced for 
the purpose of this paper, but have been. studied earlier in the theory of developmental 
systems. 
If a DOL system G = (C, 6, w) is such that 6 maps each letter of C into a word 
in C* of length at least 2, then it is called an everywhere growtig DOL system (ab- 
breviated as i C?DOL system). Such systems were studied in [4], where they were 
called growing systems. For \GDOL systems, we show that no more than Ceke log k, 
where C is a constant, subwords of length k can be generated. Hence the ratio r 
tcrds to 0 like (kelog k)/& Again it is shown that Okdog k is the best bououd. 
If a GDOL system G = (Z, 6, o) is such that 6 maps all letters of G into words 
in Z* Iaf the same length, say t, where t 2 2, then it is called a urtl;fbrm DOL system 
(abbreviated as a UDOL system). Such systems were studied in [ 1, 71. For UDOL 
systexms vve show that no mo-e than C* k, where C is a constant, subwords of length k 
can be generated. Hence the ratio r tends to 0 as k/#. Also shown is that Cek is 
the best bound. 
Since the theory of developmental s:ystems and languages i still a young branch 
of formal language theory, there are few useful techniques for attacking problems 
within the theory. This paper presents ome techniques for counting (characterizing) 
subjvords, which hopefully will be useful in future investigations. 
Throughout hil; paper will denote the set of natural numbers and 
a real number, then log x 
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Let C be a finite non-empty set (cal ed aa alphabet). Every finite sequence of 
elements in C (possibly with repetitions) iscalled a word or a string over C. The empty 
sequence (word) is denoted by ~9 dThe set of all nonempty words over C is denoted by 
PC+ and Z’+ = Z* u {n). 1x1 denotes the length of a string. Xf x, y E C* and there ex.3 
words &, & EC* such that x = & y& then y is called a. subword of x. Sub&j 
denotes the set of all subwords of x of length k. Sub(x) = U Sub,(x). If &E N+, 
&EN 
XEC+, x = a, l *o a,,, with CI~ 6 C for 1 G i G m, then the .pre#x of length 2 of x 
(denoted as Prefi(x)) is defined as 
Pref#(X) =
I 
* 
if i -3 m, 
al . . . al iflem. 
Similarly, the at#?x of length 2 of x (denoted as Sufi(x)) is 
Suf&) = 
1 
x 
iflam, 
%I-(l-l> l ‘* am if 2 < m. 
If L ,C C*, then L is called a kzrzguage (over 2’). Sub&) = U Sub&) and Sub (L) :i= 
kd, 
U Sub&I). n&J denotes the number of elementi, of Sub!@& 
&EN 
If s := 01, Us, . . . is a sequence of wo s over Z” then U(s) = ig (Or) and U(s) 
language generated by s. If s is an infinite sequence. but U(s) is finite, 
then s is called s&gl,, in@fnite. Otherwise s is called doub[v infinite. 
Definition I. A deterministic L-system without interactions (abbreviated as a DOL 
system) is an ordered triple G = (C, P, a) such that 
(i) C is a finite non-empty set, called the alph&et of G; 
(ii) P is a finite non-empty binary relation, P c .Z x C*, such that for every a E Z, 
there exists exactly one BL e C* such that <:a, a) tz P, P is called he set of productions 
of G. (If (cz, ar> EP, then we write Q a cx E P). 
(iii) co E C+, called the Jxiom of G. 
Remark. The set of productions P of a DOL system G = <Z$ Ib, CD) may be regarded 
as a homomorphism from C into C*. In such a case we shall write G = (C, 6, cl)> 
where 6:Z -+ C* is a homomorphism such that S (a) = a if and only if a + a E P. 
tion 2. Let C = (Z’, P, 0) be a DOL system. Let x E C+, y E: C*. We say 
x direct!’ derives y in G (dknoted as x ==r y) if x = q, . . . a,, y := al . . . CX, for 
G 
some n > 1, dl, ...b 0, E Z, til, ..*, or, E Ca: such that aS -F (x1 EP for 1 < i < 12. 
Tk~s 3 is a bimry reMion on C+ x C*. 2 
* 
and * denote the l.ransitive and reflexive- 
G G G 
nsitive closure of *, respectively. If x 2 yF thcs we say that x derives y r'n G. 
If x * x1, Xl * x2, ..$ 
G 
x~-~ * y for some k 2 1, x, x1, . ..) y E: 27, then we say t’na-: x 
G G G 
k 
ives y in G in k sr~eps and denote itas x * y. ensver it doles not lead t3 confusim 
G 
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+ L + + k 
weshallwritex~y,x~y,x~y,x~yforx~y,x~=?~x *y and x + y, res- 
pectively . 0 
G G G 
I~&&~uxQ 3. Let G = (C, P, o> be a DOL system 
(i) A letter o E Z is called non-propagat&,g if there exists a 2: 1 such that 0: : A, 
(ii) A letter al E X is c&led propagatipas if it is not non-propagating. 
(iii) t(G) denotes the s$t of all propagating letters in 6. 
(iv) A letter a G ,.Z is called Q~OW&IQ if for every PJ E N+, there exi XEP such: 
that UI 2x and 1x1 2 n. 
(v) The sequencegeneratcdby G (denoted as & ((7)) is a sequenceofstrings ao, 9ol, . . . 
such that ccbO = dt) and aff 3 ai+1 for every i 3 0. 
(vi) The langtaage nemt~d by G (denoted as .@ (G)) is defined as U (C (G)) or, 
equk&zntly, J? (G) = (;c E C*lo 2 x). 
G 
D tisn 4. Let G = (C, P, a> be a DOL system. 
(i) G is called a propag@ng DOL system (abbreviated PDOL system) if for every 
a such that a + a E P, a .# A. 
(ii) G ‘is called an everywhere growing DOL system (abbreviated CXIOL system) 
if for every a such that a + a fs P, Ial > 2. 
(iii) G is called a uniform DOL system (abbreviated UDOL system) if there exists 
t >, 2 such that for every a such that a -b a E P, Ial = t. 
tion 5. Let Z it>: an alphabet.. Let X E {DOL, PDOL, GDOL, UDOL}. 
(i) A sequence s of words over C is called an 3’ sequence if and only if there exists 
an X system G such that & (G) = s. 
(ii) A subset L of C* is called an X language if aad onIy if there exists an X 
system G such tha.t 2 (G; = L. 
A number of other notions are best explained by an example. As usual in formal 
language theory it iis convenient to use derivatiodt rees orfimsts. For example, let 
G = ({a, b, c, a’}, ((1 +d,b-+acb,c-,A,d+d}, 
Then the derivation b =* acb =$ da& =* ddacb will be represented by the following 
(3 G 0 
self-explanatory derivation tree : 
64 
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le, the first occurrence of d in the fourth string is a direct 
of d in the third string. Cbnversely, the occurrence 
ird string is the direct ancestor of the second occurrence of d in the fourth 
string. Thus the occurrence of b in the second string is ltn ancestor of the second 
occumnce of d in the fourth string, and the occurrence of Q in the third string is 
13 dkscenalant of the occurrence of b in the first string. 
tion 6. Let G = (C, P, o) be a DOL system. Let Y cllearste the set of ali letters 
occur in ,I? (G). The reduced ver3jon of G is a DOL system H = (V, R, co}, 
where R = P n IVx 
tion 7. Lee ? = (C, P, co) be a DOL system such that CO contains at least one 
ing letter. A W&Z version of G is a DOL system H such that H is the reduced 
version of the DOL system HI = (V, R, tr), where: 
E 
(i) V = C u {si:a E i} (elements of {a: a E Z} are called wine letters); ” 
0 ii d = a, ZQ for some q, ot2 E C+, a E f(G) such ithat o = Qti aar2; 
(iii) R = P v {ii + PI b/Y2 for some &, p2 E C*, 3 E 2 (G) such that EL + PI b& 
PI. 
Note that as Hg is a DOL system, for each Tz, we may have one production only. 
The motivation for considering spine versions of DOL systems can be found in 
[ 121. Here we shall only give an example. 
Example 1. Let 6 be the DOL system defined as 
The 
The 
G ‘: ((a, b, c}, (a + ab, b --) abc, c + A}, ac). 
following DOL system H is a spine version of G: 
H = ({a, b, c, t% 6}, { a + ab, b + ubc, c+ A, a -I’ ~6, b + abc), 3~). 
beginning of the derivation in H looks as follows: 
ab 
abtibc 
ababcababc 
ababcababcabibcabnbcm 
Let G = (C, P, cu> be a DUL system such tlbat & (6) = oO, ol, . . . is 
;et m be a pos1.t ve inieger. The m-delcomgositilm .cJr G & the set {H& . . . . 
where, for 0 G a 6 m- 1, H1 is the reducbd version of the DOL system 
<C s r> md consists of the following productions: if’ Q =k fc3r some /c < iy1, G 
m 
is i phere * LX. SJCXe Whkh 
belongs to the m-decomposition f G is called a compoiew’ system (of GJ. 
In [12] it is proved that in a DOL sequence the sg,;luence of prefkes (sufks) of 
length k, for any k 2 1, is ultimately periodic with 1% period which is independent 
of k, In this section we shall prove two results whi strengthen the above 
Our first result says that the point from wtich p&m 
of length k becomes periodic is at a distance which corrstant 
of k from the beginning of the sequence. 
Reinark. Throughout this section, lemmas and theorems will be statted for prefixes 
and suffixes but proofs will be for prefixes only. In all cases the proofs for @Fixes 
wil:l be simikr and hence will be omitted. 
Pirst we consider PDOL sequences. . 
IA!mIIra 12 Let c&J, q, . . . be u doulily ininite PDOL sequence. There exi&t constants 
jbtd C such thatfor every k E IS+ there exists IV” such that NI < Ok tzncijbr every j 2 
Prefk(a,) = Pref,(cu,+J 
Suf,(@,) = Suf,(@,+m$). 
Proof. Let s = 00, cz)l, . .. be an arbitrary doubly infinite 
(Cp pI o> be a PDOL system such that & (G) = s. If 
C = 2~. For g >, 9, let o. = b#, b ba,z . . . b,,, for some 
1 < i < op. 
W’s shall prove the lemma by induction on k. 
(1) k = 1. 
PDOL sequence. Let 43 = 
p= *r=,putf=@ and 
vs >, 1, where bj,# EX for 
btl i+,,l).l for every m E N. Since s is 
every kN and DEN. EIence ifj> 
Pref,(aJ = Pref&++,& 
(2) Let us assume that the lemma 
(13) Let g = 2pk+p. Note that o. contain3 at Icast k+ 1 
(a) Suppose the direct ancestor of &G,k+l is one of the first k letters of ag-l, Note 
that g-l = 2gk+p- 1 2 2pk C@td’ 2 A+* so th 
Pref,(q) = l?Ref,(w,+). 
1 To avoid excessively cumbersome war iags in proofs, we sl~alj not, in the rat of this 
pcaper, distinguish very carefully between occurrences of 
owever this should not lead to conhion as it will a 
is intended. 
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&me by induction hypothesis 
b O.H-1 = 4%+1 
b @+l,r+l = bW-l.k+l 
. 
. 
the induction hypo- 
e of t&e first k letters of o,-~. 
< 2pk+2p9 the direct ancestor of b, k+l 
is one of the first k letters of auc_i. Mow we cm take N&+1 = E < C*(k+ I)hy 
a similar argument a in (a), we can prove the lemma for k + 1, 
(b.2) For every E such that 2pk +p < l< 2pk ok 2p, b,-, ,b+l is the direct ancestor 
of bt,k+,. Then for some 6, and ES such that 2pkfp < & e & < 2&f@, be,.t+l = 
bg,s+r. New we can take Nk+r t El \( Ca(k+ 1). By a sim:ilcr argument as for the 
casek = 1, we can prove the lemma for k+l. 
Thus Lemma 1 holds. 
Next we turn to arbitrary DQL saquences. 
l?mof* Let s = a&, cuj, .‘. be an arbitrary doubbr infinite DOL sequence. Let G = 
be a DOL system such that C (i$ = s. Lex C=p and f=p!. 
let, for 0 > Qn CO@ 13: bfl, =bge2 . . . bo.v* for some v!, 1, where b,,i E C for 
U {A} as follows 
4 (4 = 
Q if CI is propagating in G9 
Ilt otherwise. 
Thea G’ = (Z”, P’, a’) is a PDOL system such tbt C (CT) = + (ar,), 4 (al), .,.. 
By Lenlma 1, there are consbWs f’( = ( * Z’)!) and C’( = 24 # cl)) swh that 
for any k E + there xists IV; sxxh that IV; < Ok and for everyj > 
Let C = 3p 2 C’ +p. For k E IS+, let I& = IVi+,p < 69 k. For any I tz 
ancestors of Pref&xr+l) in UN;+1 must oauf in Pr&(i# (tqq!& More pr 
if qk denotes the subword of Prefk(q3 (Q;+& which consists of all atxzstors of 
Prefk(aNk+J in q+[, then 
q& = Pref~(p@&b (mN;+I))) 
for some t < k, From the equality 
Pref,(+ (Q;-: 3) = p=&(di (~N;i-t+,%$h 
we have 
Pref&N&) = ~r~f~(~~~~+~+~.& 
It follows that for any j > IV,, and any ~yt E N, 
PreC&) = Frefk(q+,,,J. 
Thus Lemma 2 holds. 
Now we all state our result in a more general form. 
Let G be a DUC system and H be a spine vemislt of G. Let &,(H) be 
a sequence of prefixes of consecutive elements ofC (H) teach element in C,(H) 
ends with a spine letter. Let &JH) be a sequence of s t3f 6wnsecutlive elements 
of & (H) such t at each element in c,(H) starts with a *spine letter& For i E (1,2), lye, 
b’s doubly iq%tite, then there exist positive integers f and C such that 
Jhere exists Nk such that Nk < C* k and,for ,?oery j > Nk and m E 
where C,(H) = coo, aI, . . . . 
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the coaditicins of the theorem. Let & be 
= <C, R, a>, where: 
is a spine letter and 0 = a1 Ziorz for a 
owing productions: 
Q is not a spine letter, the 
;ii is a spine letter, then is -4 
the cotrstruction ofH$, it is obvious that & (HI) =? Lsl and so the theorem 
OU nd result E&OWS that for a G‘DOL sequence, Theorem I can be improved! 
to read that the point from which the sequetrce of prefixes (suffixes) of len 
becomes periodic is at a distance which is bounded a constant multiple of log k 
from the beginning of the sequence. 
Let s = a+), wp, . . . be an arbitrary GDOL sequence. Let G = (C, P, U) be 
a IDOL system such that t(G) =: s. If p = # 2, !put f ==p! and C=p+l. 
For g > 0, let CO@ = b,,l &,2 . . . & cr for some ug > 1, where 68 g E C for 1 < i < 0,. 
FM k > 2, we defi = p-‘P-llogkl. Note that A& =‘p-l+llog I:1 <p-t 
103 k < (,‘e log k. 
We shall now show by induction on k that AYk has the required property. 
for some ill and i2 such that 0 < ii < iz :< p, brlltl = bl,,l and B1,,I 
is an ancestor of bl )I lo Since iz - il divides f, bl l,1 = bll t+ml’), 1 for every wz E N. 
his and from the fact that G is a GDOL system, it follows easily that for 
=p and DEN, 
Pref&0,) = Pref&++&. 
(2) Let. us assume that e lemma is ii-ue for 2, . ..) k. 
Consider now k -+ 1. k+ 1 is of the form 2-j- 1, for some r, then&+, = N,-L 
ile if k-+1 is not of the form 2+ 1, t en A#+, = A?._. 
urtlhmnore the direct ancestor 
is easy to see tha 
s that for j >, 
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4, The bomd for the number of subvu~rds af a given length h an a 
DOL lsnggarge 
IIR sections 4 and 5 we show that the number of possibfe subwords of length k 
that can occur in a DOL language (respectively a GDOL language, a UDPL lanm 
guage) is bounded by a constant multiple of kz (respectively k4og Xc, k). Furthermore 
it is shown that in each case the bound obtained is the best possible. 
First we need a definition. 
Ikfhitl~on 9. Let G = <& 6, a) be a DOL system and 10, oe ) u is said to cover v 
(biro G) if u z w and v is a subword of w. 
Q 
~esnarlr. Alf the proofs in this section will be presented rather informally. However, 
they can be easily formalized (e.g. using the formalism in [Sj). We fel that 
presenting the proofs of the theorems in this section in a formal way would 
result in losing the intuition in formal details. Ia addition, the proofs themselves 
will be oonsfderably lengthened. 
Our first result concerns DOL languages. 
Theorem 2. tit L be a DOL language. There exists a constant C such that for every 
+, lr&ct) < C*k2. 
Proof. Let t be a DOL language and G =: (C, 6, co> be a DOL system such that L = 
eQ (G’). Since the result is obvious if .L is finite, we shall assume in the sequel 
that i’ is infinite. Denote # C by p. Let CD = {Ii?,, Hz, . ..* H’} be the p-decompo- 
s&r;. of G. - 
Consider a component system H = (C, 6’, a’). By adding extra symbol if 
necessary, we may assume without loss of generality hat m’ is a single letter. Let 
& (M) = wg, WI, . . . . For notational convenience, we shall denote 6’ and cu’ 11y S 
and o respectively. This will not lead to confusion since we shall be dealing exclusively 
with component systems. First we note that since H is a component system in the 
p-decomposition f G9 the following hold: 
(1) If a is a growing letter in G, 16Q)i >, i+ 1 for every i E N. 
(2) If a is a non-propagating letter in G, !S (a)1 = 0. 
Next we make use of the known fact (see [12‘J) that thez exists a coclsdant K such 
that, for any u E Sub (L), if InI 2 K, then u contains at least one occurrence of 
a propagating letter in 6. Also we shall let R be the maximunl length of the right 
hamd side of any produ 
and let u E Sub&) be 
on of & Consider now any k such that k > fnax {K, 8) 
that u occurs as a subword in c (H), We ]may assume: 
that u is a subword of CO,, for some r 2 I, Now we define a sequence of aubwords 
~ductiv~~y 88: fdiows : 
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(ii) Let i *$ r. z+ is the minimal subword in w,-~ which covers z+~, by which we 
mean that ui cfxfers u1-1 and no other subword of uf ccIvers kpol. (See Fig. 1 j. 
Fig. 1 ’ 
Let j be thy smallest number such th;at uI G 2’. Py ow assumption on the size 
ofk, j 2 2. Furthermore ujal is a subword of 6 (u,)* t is clear that for each u E Sub,(L) 
which occurs as a subword in ItB (H), we can obtain suc:h a u~-~. 
Let B denote the set of all words /? E C* such that Ifi > 1 and /? E Sub (6 (a)) 
for some Q E C. For each /3 E B, we define a set Lit H as follows. u E Li,* if and only 
if there Is an octzurrence of u E Subk(L) in e (H) s&h that by the procedure describe 
above the +,: o d is fl* (Note that a TV may belong to several Li,+:) Now we 
estimate the :Gze Let. u E LieH. ‘I2ere are thr ee cases, exhausting all possibi- 
I ities. 
/I contains no growing letter. such l;hat ISr(j3)1 < M’ for every 
1J Sub (#@)) is finite and it Independent of k. Hence also the 
&fv 
cardina.lity of tt.a cannot exceed a G;onsLant which is independent of k. 
(b) B = a1 4a2 nherc a is a I;io;ving letter an . In this case, since /? 
aI and 01~ are mmemplty, 
e now make the following two observations: 
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It follows that all elements ofLitill must be derived from p in at most k steps. 
fi3r 0 < i < k, U-e: are at most k elements in Sub (6’@)) which have fit(a) as a 
word. Hence L:.R. has at most k2 elements. 
(c) p = adc, where a is a growing letter and 01 EZ+. (The case where fi = aa can 
& treated1 in a similar way.) Since /3 is the minima word in cOPr+l coveringuand 
IpI> 2, of contains at least one propagating fetter. us write a -at%, where b is a 
propagating letter. consider now the 90% systems& = (X&r) and & = (X, 8, bj* 
I& c (KJ 3 qb”, q:“, ..* and c (X2) = qk2’P #), ..* It is an easy consequence of 
‘Theorem 1 that the= are constants C1 and f, independent of k, such that these 
exists n! 43 + with the foilowing property: 
@A) n < C,(k 4) 
($2) fcs every (i 3 n and tll E N, 
Remenrberimg that if 24 ELils, then u must contain a descendant of a and a descen- 
dant of’ b, we see that for any i E N, there are at most k subwords of Sl(lr) which can 
I 
e in L&. This, together with the fact that after n < C,(k- 1) 
and prefixes of length k- 1 of & (K,) and 6 (KS) respectively 
shows that there is a #constant Cz such that # LirB < Ca k2, 
FinaUy we note the following eqrality :
steps, the sties 
become periodie, 
where I’ is a finite set, whose size is independent of k, consisting of aI1 s 
cf Iengtth k such that either 
(i) x consists of non-propagating letters only; or 
ii) x E Sub (6 (a)) for some a e C, 
what has been proved sfo far, it is clear that there is a constant C such that 
7&(L) %< C*k2n 
tnce eorem 2 holds. 
w we shaU show that the bou 
e need a lemma. 
in Theorem 2 is the best po&ble, 
contributes to 
be found ila aJ. 
en we see that a+ = b2’ a8 b2’ We shall fix our 
U subbvordsbf length k of the 
ow estimate how many elements 
ere are two cases: 
sible subwords of form with U = P will 
then we may not: have ali possible subwords of the re 
mber of&s is too small. But ’ y cm, for each such & no more 
s will be missed. So at mo k of sub~~o~d~ of the required 
form will be ezluded from 
owever, the number of subwords of length k of the form b*ac”be is easily cal- 
Hence Lemma 4 holds. 
Theorem 3. C&e cmy c:o~tant I, there exists a PAUL lizngwgs L such that Q(L) >, 
l*k2 for &@ni~e~ many k. 
Proofe Let m = [2I”j. Intuitively speaking, we obtain our result by simply catenating m
copies of the G in Lemma 4. Formally, let C ‘,: (Q, bl, CJ 1 < i < m} be an alphabet 
of 3m elunenls; P = (a1 -+ a, ct, bl -+ b, bl, CI -‘qll <i<m); and n=bIa, 
bl b2 432 b2 . . . bm a,,, bm. Consider the PDOL system H = (Z, P, U) and let L = _@ (H). 
For 1 < i < IPE, let Bi denote the subset of Sub&(L) consisting of all subwords Tf 
length k of the form g a1 c: b: , for some f, g 2 0, > 1. Then the are pairwise 
disjoint and Sub,(L) 3 6 B:. Clearly it follows fro Lemma d1 that q(L) 3 
$J#B:>m; 3 Zk2 fi;’ all suffiici 
1-1 
Hence Theorem 3 holds. 
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(I) vSince we are dealing with a IDOL and hence OL system, there is 
to form the p-decomposition f but we can instead let 6 (G) = oo, ol, . . . . 
(II) case (a) will not arise since E is a G 
(III) In &b), instead of IS’-‘(a)1 2 j, *#e have ? From this it 
that ali eHements of Lila must be derived from fl in at most flog ki steps. 
-41: & < k llog k’l. < 2k4og k, 
(IV) In (c), instead of using Theorem 1, we may use mma 3 to wnclude that 
there is at con&nt Cs such that # L’ b,a < C’* k* logk. These observations show 
that if & .3s a IDOL language, the bound can be improved to read, for k 2 2, 
Hence Theorem 4 holds. 
Next we shall also show that the bound obtained in Theorem 4 is the best possible. 
First we prove the following lemma which will be needed in proving Theorem 5. 
III? = ({a, b), (a + a’, b + bf”), bab} 
anti let L = J? (0). Thea for sufficiendy large k, IQ(L) 3 t k-log k. 
Let <T* (G) = coo, ol, . . . . Then we see that cul = b16ea2’b16’. We shall fix our 
&ention CM the subset Bh of Sub&) consisting of all subwords of length k of the 
form bza2”b@ fm some j; g >, 0 and u such that 2” < i k, or equivalently, u< 
log k] - 1. Let us now estimate how many elements each ai contributes to Bk. 
There are two cases: 
(1) If 16’ 2 k, then all possible subwords of the required form with u = 2 wil1 
be found in wt. 
(2) df 16’ < k, i.e. 1 c= $ log k, then we may not have all possible subwords 
of the required form because the number of b’s is too small. ut in any case no ma= 
than k of such subwords will be missed. So at most i kg log k bwords of the require& 
form will be excluded fr*om 
owevcr the number of subwords of length k of the form b4zZU Q is easily c&ulate$ 
be at least ((log k)- 1) k/2. So 
k ((log k)- I) k log k Q(L) 2 # Bk > -- - -a”‘-- 
2 4 
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nce Lemma 5 holds. 
Given my comtat I, there exists a IDOL hguage L such that q&?J > 
only remark that we can take m = 1421. Then eore,m 5
eorem 3 from Lemma 4. 
with UDOL languages. 
language. Z%ete xists a constmt C such that,fcrr k E 
. . . 
Let i5 be a UDOL language and G = (C, S, w> a UDOL system such 
(G) := L. Since the result holds trivially if &, is fi 
infinite. Let t > 1 be a numbr;x such that if CI E C, tb.erl 16 (a>! = t, and let & (G) = 
COO, cog, ..*. 
Let tl E Sub,(L). We may assume that it occurs in 0, for t su 
that the following argument holds. A sequence of subwords is 
as follows: 
. 
0 
(ii) ?f T<‘P, then Us is the minimal subword in or+ covering z+~. 
Now we shall obtain a bound on the length of ui. 
k 2 (t- 1) 
t 
+2(t-I) 
t 
k 
PCPI- 
2 (f- lj 
t2 + t2 
+ W-1) 
t * 
k 2(c4) 
I41 < -ii_ -I- -7 + 20-l) b ---F-f- ‘*’ 
+ 2W-0 
t 
TMu3 means that any Ward of length k mwt be derived in most steps 
frown a word But number of difEerent subwords of Eeagth 3 in & 
is finite they can aIt be found among qo*9 alo1 for So su 
words of length k can be found among s = oa, q, . . . . o,,,, where m = k,+ Clog, 
But the number of subwards of any length that can be found among the element8 
o.f ;P is bound& by the tc%aI number of occur~nces of lettam in So whic& is 
where 
Finally we show that the bound obtain& in Theorem 6 is the best possible, We 
lileed the following 1emm.a; 
6. tit G be the foZZowing W3oL system: 
G = {(a, b), {a -+ u2, b + b’}, ob) 
and Zet L = 2 (G), Z&S fir all k 2 1, IQ(L) > k. 
wroofi: Let & (G) = mo, ct+, .. . . Then we see that wp c?%~‘~ It is clear that 
Su&(I..) = {&~‘l/, pn 2 0, I+m = k} and so na((f.J = k+ 1 a k. Hence Lemma 6 
holds. 
@Mine) We ne& only remark that we can take m = CIl, ‘Ilen Theorem 7
fok~ws from ILemma 6 in :5e same way as Theorem 3follows from Lemma 4. 
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